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Course Description

The Guitar Program at UCF includes a four-year program divided in eight semesters. The first year program includes the study of freshman level technique tutors, classical and contemporary studies, and the establishment of the foundations of a repertoire of works created by the best artists that have written for the instrument. The student will have one meeting per week with the professor for a private lesson of fifty minutes of duration. Several aspects of the study of the instrument will be covered during each lesson: Technical studies such as arpeggio exercises and scales, sight-reading, classical and contemporary studies and general repertoire.

Each week all the members of the guitar studio will meet for a complementary hour of training in the form of a master class. Commenting on readings from reference books or articles related to the guitar, on your fellow students and on your own performances on the instrument, on technique and on general repertoire matters, is an essential part of this course.

In the Graduate version of the course, Guitar V and Guitar VI, a greater commitment is expected from the students. The course will be more focused on building-up more repertoire that can be used in a variety of performance situations; this includes the performance of a complete professional recital and the end of an approximate period of two years. A lecture recital with about 30 minutes of music performance is also expected. These recitals may include but should not be limited to the performance important chamber music works.

Course Objectives
The purpose of the classical guitar program at the University of Central Florida in Orlando is to prepare our students to achieve a professional level in the approximate space of four years. The first year of study will be focused on the building of the basic techniques and knowledge of the instrument that will help the student to achieve the long-term goal mentioned above. At the end of the fourth year the students should master the different aspects of instrumental technique. They will have a broad view of a repertoire dealing with the masterworks of the guitar. The knowledge and practice of instrumental styles of different historical periods will be encouraged as well as the study of the history of the guitar. Participation in our department various ensembles is strongly recommended. Participation in the Guitar Ensemble is a requirement for all guitar majors. At the end of the third year a thirty-minutes recital is required (requirement for B.M. students). At the end of the fourth year a professional level recital is expected (requirement for B.M. students). The B.A. degree students will have to fulfill a requirement of a written paper, lecture recital, or analysis work that will be part of a capstone project (discuss details with your advisors).

**Guitar V or MVS 5456 and Guitar VI or MVS 6466 follows the same format and expectations as the other guitar courses.** These courses are offered as part of the M.A. graduate program. The performance expectations are greater than in previous levels and students are expected to have covered the repertoire requirements of the undergraduate degrees before starting the program. The repertoire and program are decided by agreement between both the student and the professor and the evaluation process is the same as for other students. The repertoire should cover a variety of styles from the Renaissance to contemporary times with strong emphasis in the Twentieth century.

The "Guitar Master class" weekly meetings will serve as a *forum* where thinking and performance will be united with the main purpose of enhancing your own learning process; all students are required to participate. Remember that the purpose here is not to criticize your partners but to learn how to observe them and yourself in order to enhance your playing. Be careful not to offend your fellow students' sensitivities.

**Special Assignments and other requirements, to be fulfilled during the Master class weekly meetings**

1. A composition assignment will be required for all levels. All students will compose a passage of music for guitar. The length and complexity will be appropriate to your level of guitar lessons: 8 to 16 bars for the students of Guitar I, 32 bars for the students of Guitar II, a complete piece for the students of Guitar III and IV. The subject of your piece can be an etude or exercise for the students of Guitar I and II, a free style composition for the students of Guitar III and IV. The student should be able to perform the fragment or piece before the end of the semester during the master class meetings. The compositions don’t necessarily have to be for solo guitar; duets, trios and quartets are welcomed as long as the student gets to perform the work in class. All assignments should be written using a music writing computer program such as Sibelius, Finale, or other.
Grading will represent 10% of your total grade. Compositions will be due by mid-term (to be specified in class).

Or (only for graduate students)

2. Presentation or report on a subject related to the guitar. This will be decided in agreement with the professor. Grading will represent 10% of your total grade. The presentation assignment can be replaced by two performances during Master-class day.

3. All the students are required to have their own music stands, appropriate to guitar height.

Grading Policy

Preparation of the required materials and class participation both for your individual lessons and for the Master class meetings are extremely important and will be taken into consideration in the final grading. Class attendance is extremely important and any unjustified absence will count against you in the way of half a point of the total grade for two absences, a full point of the total grade for three absences, two full points after the fourth absence.

The deadlines for quizzes and for final projects cannot be changed without a major justification.

Your grades will be calculated using the following parameters:

Guitar Course -

Weekly preparation for the Guitar course (Quizzes might be given at any moment with 10% of the total grade value for each one) 60%
Final Jury Exam 30%
Guitar Master class -
Composition Project or Presentation 10%
Grand Total 100%

Important Deadlines

Final Jury Exam During final exams period
Master class projects To be assigned

Adjudication of grades will follow the University of Central Florida new policy of grading practices. In the guitar studio this will be as follows:
A = 95-100; A- = 90-94; B+ = 87-89; B = 83-86; B- = 80-82; C+ = 77-79; C = 73-76; C- = 70-72; D+ = 65-69; D = 60-64; D- = 55-59; F = 0-54

Bibliography on some useful sources for guitarists


Guitar Magazines

Published in the U.S.A. - *Guitar Review*, Soundboard
Published in Great Britain - *Classical Guitar*
Published in France - *Les Cahiers de la Guitare*

Some useful telephone numbers –
Guitar Solo Publications – (415) 896-1144 or 866-788-2255 (toll free)
Mel Bay Publications – 1-800-863-5229 / www.melbay.com
Strings by Mail – (717) 492-9825 / www.stringsbymail.com
Guitar Foundation of America – www.guitarfoundation.org

Note: The contents of this Syllabus can be modified at any moment during the academic year or the semester.